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Data Report of RV "Polarstern" Cruises ARK 1x12 and 3 
Bremerhaven - Tromso 
May 16 to June 24, 1993 
Tromso - Tromso 
June 26 to August 4, 1993 
Summary 
The expeditions ARK 1x12 and 3 of RV "Polarstern" to the Northeast Water 
Polynya (NEW) off Greenland was Part of the main field phase of the 
International Arctic Polynya Programme (IAPP) under the umbrella of the 
Arctic Ocean Sciences Board (AOSB). 
The major goal of the programme was a detailed study of the generation 
mechanisms of the polynya and its ecosystem and the effect of the polynya On 
the adjacent land ecosystem. Physical, biological, chemical and geological 
Programmes were performed at sea to obtain a complete data Set from this 
area. 
This report includes physical, chemical and biological data. The locations of 
the stations are presented in Figs 1 and 2; for geographical positions refer to 
the data report on CTD Measurements by Budeus and Schneider. Details 
concerning the scientific programme and the cruise are described in the 
cruise report published in Reports on Polar Research, volume 142194. 
The data in this report are the property of the authors and may not be cited 
without prior reference of the authors. 
Zusammenfassung 
Die Expeditionen ARK 1x12 und 3 mit FS "Polarstern" in die Nordostwasser 
Polynja auf dem OstgrÃ¶nland-Schel war Teil der Hauptfeldphase des 
International Arctic Polynya Programme (IAPP) unter der Schirmherrschaft 
des Arctic Ocean Sciences Board (AOSB). 
Das Ziel des Programms war eine detaillierter Bestandsaufnahme der 
Entstehungsmechanismen der Polynja und ihres ~ k o s y s t e m s  sowie ihrer 
Auswirkung auf das benachbarte grÃ¶nlÃ¤ndisc Festland. Um einen 
mÃ¶glichs vollstÃ¤ndige Datensatz zu erhalten, wurden auf FS "Polarstern" 
physikalische, chemische und biologische Untersuchungen durchgefÃ¼hrt 
Im folgenden Bericht sind physikalische, chemische und biologische Daten 
enthalten. Die Lage der Stationen ist in den Abb. 1 und 2 wiedergegeben; die 
geographischen Positionen sind dem Beitrag "CTD Measurements" von 
Budeus and Schneider zu entnehmen. Weitere Einzelheiten Ã¼be das 
wissenschaftliche Programm und die Fahrt sind im Fahrtbericht enthalten, der 
in den Berichten zur Polarforschung, Band 142194, verÃ¶ffentlich ist. 
Die in diesem Band enthaltenen Daten sind Eigentum der Autoren und dÃ¼rfe 
nur nach RÃ¼cksprach zitiert werden. 
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Fig. 1. Research area and stations during ARK 1x12. 
- l o O  
Fig. 2. Research area and Stations during ARK 1x13 
1 CTD Measurements 
G. Budeus and W. Schneider 
Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research 
Columbusstr., D-27515 Bremerhaven, Germany 
This data report includes all recorded downcast CTD-profiles and all bottle 
sample protocols of Polarstern cruise ARK IX leg 2 and 3. 
CTD casts have been performed with a Seabird 91 1 + System, equipped with a 
standard Sensor Set (pumped system to optimize time alignment and time 
constants of temperature and conductivity sensors) and a number of 
additional optical sensors. These are for measurements of chlorophyll 
flourescence, backscattering, gelbstoff fluorescence (all three Dr. Haardt 
Instruments), light intensity relative to the surface (LICOR with AWI interface) 
and transmission (Seatech instrument managed by SFB 313 Kiel). Gelbstoff 
measurements have not been recorded on stations 105 to 123. Four 
calibration checks have been performed in the central Greenland Sea (75ON, 
3OW) at about 3000 m depth on May 23, June 22 and 27, and August 2, since 
the NEW area is not suited to calibrate CTD sensors by comparative 
temperature measurements and water sampling. Evaluation of the calibration 
casts yields an accuracy of better than 5 mK for temperature and 0.006 for 
salinity during the entire duration of the cruise. The data have been processed 
by standard methods using mainly Seabird software. This includes optimizing 
time alignment between conductivity and temperature measurements and 
optimizing their time response, correction for the thermal mass of the 
conductivity cell, suppression of possible upward CTD movements during 
downcasts and application of a median filter over 5 scans for the fluorescence 
sensors. 
Naming convention 
The naming convention for stations and casts is as follows: The profile is 
described by 8 characters; the first 4 characters indicate the cruise (arkg), the 
next 3 characters indicate the station; the last character stands for the Cast 
number, starting with Zero for the first Cast of a station. Thus ark91230 is the 
first profile at station 123. Not in all cases do both downcast measurements 
and upcast bottle samples exist. 
Station 002 Profile 0 Latitude 75.00 Longitude -3.00 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 002 Profile 1 Latitude 74.98 Lonqitude -3.06 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 003 Profile 0 Latitude 78.98 Lonaitude -3.97 
p / dbar T / C Salin ity 
Station 004 ~rofile 0 Latitude 79.11 Longitude -5.69 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 005 Profile 0 Latitude 79.17 Lonqitude -6.25 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 005 Profile 1 Latitude 79.17 Longitude -6.33 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 006 Profile 0 Latitude 79.17 Longitude -7.11 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 007 Profile 0 Latitude 79.18 Longitude -8.31 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 008 Profile 0 Latitude 79.23 Longitude -9.62 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 008 Profile 1 Latitude 79.23 Longitude -9.62 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 009 Profile 0 Latitude 79.27 Longitude -10.86 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 010 Profile 0 Latitude 
p / dbar 
79.32 Lonaitude -12.29 
Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 010 Profile 1 Latitude 79.32 Longitude -12.29 
p / dbar T i C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 011 Profile 0 Latitude 79.37 Longitude -13.55 
p i dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 012 Profile l Latitude 79.39 Longitude -14.97 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 013 Profile 0 Laticude 79.41 Longitude -15.62 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 014 Profile 0 Latitude 79.51 Longitude -15.81 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 015 Profile 0 Latitude 79.60 Longitude -16.03 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 015 Profile 1 Latitude 79.60 Longitude -16.03 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 016 Profile 0 Latit-ude 79.69 Longitude -16.27 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigina-t 
Station 017 Profile 0 Latitude 79.99 Longitude -17.10 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 018 Profile 0 Latitude 79.91 Longitude -16.98 
p / dbar T / C SÃ¤linit Sigma-t 
Station 019 Profile 0 Latitude 80.37 Lonqitude -15.69 
p / dbar T / C SÃ¤linit Sigma-t 
Station 020 Profile 0 Latitude 80.33 Longitude -15.30 
p / dbar T / C SÃ¤linit Sigma-t 
Station 021 Profile 0 Latitude 80.34 Longitude -14.84 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 021 Profile 1 Latitude 80.34 Longitude -14.83 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 022 Profile 0 Latitude 80.22 Longitude -14.27 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 023 Profile 0 Latitude 80.08 Longitude -14.66 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 024 Profile 0 Latitude 79.93 Longitude -14.23 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 025 Profile 0 Lat 
p / dbar T / C Salin 
tude 80.17 Longitude -12.91 
ty Sigma-t 
Station 026 Profile 0 Latitude 80.33 Longitude -13.35 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 027 Profile 0 Latitude 80.39 Longitude -13.53 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 027 Profile 1 Latitude 80.38 Longitude -13.57 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 028 Profile 0 Latitude 80.46 Longitude -13.73 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 029 Profile 0 Latitude 80.53 Longitude -14.02 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 030 Profile 0 Latitude 80.44 Longitude -13.71 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Stacion 030 Profile 1 Latitude 80.45 Longitude -13.70 
p / dbar  T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 030 Profile 2 L,at 
p / dbar T / C Salin 
itude 80.43 Longitude -13.73 
ity Sigma-t 
Station 031 Profile 0 Latitude 80.30 Longitude -12.95 
p / dbcr T 1 C Salinity Sigma-t 
Scation 032 Profile 0 Latitude 80.62 Lonqitude -11.30 
p / 6bar T / C Salinicy Sigma-t 
ile 1 Latitude 
C Salinity S 
Station 032 Prof 





80.58 Longitude --11.30 
iqma-t 
Scation 033 Profile 0 Laiitude 81.00 Longitude -10.05 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 033 Profile 1 Lacitude 81.00 Longitude -10.17 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 034 Profile 0 Latitude 81.08 Longitude -10.47 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 035 Profile 0 Latitude 81.17 Longitude -10.98 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 035 Profile 1 Latitude 81.1'7 Longitude -10.98 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 036 Profile 0 Latitude 81.25 Longitude -11.49 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 036 Profile 1 Latitude 81.24 Longitude -11.51 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 037 Profile 0 Latitude 81.16 Longitude -11.91 
p / dbar T / C Saliriity Sigma-L 
Station 038 Profile 0 Latitude 81.08 Longitude -12.47 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 039 Profile 0 Latitude 81.00 Longitude -12.94 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 040 Profile 0 Latitude 80.88 Lonqitude -13.07 
P / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 041 Profile 0 Latitude 80.83 Longitude 












Station 042 Profile 0 Latitude 80.99 Longitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 043 Profile 0 Latitude 81.25 Longitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
le 0 Latitude 81.17 Longitude Station 044 Prof 1 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 045 Profile 0 Latitude 81.07 Lonqitude -11.53 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 046 Profile 0 Latitude 81.00 Longitude -11.51 
p / dbar T / C Saliriity Sigma-t 














p / dbar T / C Salinity 
Station 047 Profile 0 Latitude 













T / C Salinity 
81.00 Longitude -11.57 
:igma-t 
80.92 Lonqitude -11.53 
Station 047 Profile 1 Latitude 80.94 Longitude -11.54 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 048 Profile 0 Latitude 80.83 Longitude -11.58 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 049 Profile 














Station 051 Profile 0 Latitude 80.72 Longitude -11.26 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 052 Profile 0 Latitude 80.79 Longitude -12.50 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 053 Profile 0 Latitude 80.73 Longitude -13.34 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 054 Profile 0 Latitude 80.73 Longitude -13.71 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 055 Profile 0 Latitude 80.80 Longitude -14.02 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
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Station 059 Profile 0 Latitude 80.45 Longituce -13.68 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 059 Profile 1 Latitude 80.45 Longitude -13.67 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 060 Profile 0 Latitude 80.30 Longitude -13.58 
p / dbar T / C Salinicy Sigma-t 
Station 060 Profile 1 Latitude 80.31 Longitude -13.48 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 060 Profile 3 Latitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity 
80.33 Longitude -13.02 
Sigma-t 
Station 061 Profile 0 Latitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity 
80.67 Longitude -14.11 
Sigma-t 
Station 062 Profile 0 Latitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity 
80.19 Lonqitude -16.54 
Sigma-t 
Station 063 Profile 0 Latitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity 
80.11 Longitude -16.14 
Sigma-t 
Station 064 Profile 0 Latitude 80.04 Longicude -15.83 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 065 Profile 0 Latitude 79.96 Longitude -15.50 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 066 Profile 0 Latitude 79.88 Longitude -15.20 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 067 Profile 0 Latitude 79.81 Longitude -14.80 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 068 Profile 0 Latitude 79.75 Longitude 
p / 6bar T / C Salinity Sigma-c 
Station 069 Profile 0 Latitude 79.39 Longitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 070 Profile 0 Latitude 79.41 Longitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
1.56 -1.71 32. 
: i o n  071 Profile 0 Lat 
p / dbar T / C Salin 
111.55 -1.61 3 2 
100.32 -1.67 32. 
75.40 -1.75 32. 
itude 79.51 Longitude 
icy Sigma-t 
Station 072 Profile 0 Latitude 79.60 Longitude -16.82 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 073 Profile 0 Latitude 79.69 Longitude -16.27 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 074 Profile 0 Latitude 79.80 Longicude -16.57 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 075 Profile 0 Latitude 79.91 Longitude -16.97 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 076 Profile 0 Latitude 79.99 Longitude -17.10 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 077 Profile 0 Latitude 80.10 Longitude -15.73 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 080 Profile 0 Latitude 80.23 Longitude -13.85 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 081 Profile 0 Latit-ude 81.01 Longitude 9.57 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 082 Profile 0 Latitude 80.94 Longitude -9.75 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 083 profile 0 Latitude 80.83 Longitude -9.48 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 084 Profile 0 Latitude 80.69 Longitude -9.32 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 085 Profile 0 Latitude 80.59 Longitude -9.36 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 085 
p / dbar 
Profile 1 Latitsde 
T / C Salinity S 
Station 085 Profile 2 Lat 




Lude 80.60 Longitude 
c y  Sigma-t 
Station 086 Profile 0 Latitude 81.25 Longitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
SL-L- ~ci~ion 087 Profile 0 Latitude 81.17 Longitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 088 Profile 0 Latitude 81.07 Longitude -11.47 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 089 Profile 0 Latitude 81.00 Longitude -11.51 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 089 Profile 1 Latitude 80.99 Longitude -13.57 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 090 Profile 0 Latitude 80.92 Longitude -11.45 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 091 Profile 0 Latitude 80.83 Longitude -11.52 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 092 Profile 0 Latitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity 
Station 093 Profile 0 Latitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity 
Station 093 Profile 1 Latitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity 
80.75 Longitude -11.49 
Sigma-t 
80.67 Longitude -11.60 
Sigma-t 
80.66 Longitude -11.60 
Sigma-t 
Station 094 Profile 0 Latitude 80.58 Lonqitude -11.26 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 094 Profile 1 Latitude 80.52 Longitude -10.98 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 095 Profile 0 Lat 
p / dbar T / C Salin 
319.87 0.67 3 4 
275.69 0.64 3 4 
199.56 0.17 34. 
100.17 -1.69 32. 
itude 80.45 Longitude -13.68 
ity Sigma-t 
Station 095 Profile 1 Latitude 80.45 Longicude -13.64 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 098 
p / dbar 
Station 099 
p / dbar 
Profile 0 Latitude 
T / C Salinity 
'rofile 0 Latitude 
T / C Salinity 
78.94 Longitude 
Sigma-t 
78.90 Longitude - 
Sigma-t 
Station 100 Profile 0 Latitude 78.76 Longitude -9.84 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 101 Profile 0 ~atitude 78.69 Longitude -8.36 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 102 Profile 0 Latitude 78.64 Longitude -6.97 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 103 Profile 0 Latitude 78.60 Longitude -5.80 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 104 Profile 0 Latitude 78.37 Longitude -4.61 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 105 Profile 0 Latitude 78.25 Longitude -4.19 
p / dbar T / C Salinicy Sigma-t 
Station 106 Profile 0 Latitude 75.00 Longitude -3.01 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 108 Profile 0 Latitude 75.00 Longitude -3.01 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 108 Profile 1 Latitude 74.99 Longitude -3.00 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 108 Profile 2 Latitude 74.98 Longitude -2.98 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 109 Profile 0 Latitude 76.32 Longitude -6.83 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 109 Profile 1 Latitude 76.31 Lonqitude -6.86 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 110 Profile 0 Latitude 76.51 Lonqitude -7.23 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 110 Profile 1 Latitude 76.49 Longitude -7.24 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 111 Profile 0 Lat 
p / dbar T / C Saiin 
cude 76.58 Longitude 7.52 
ty Sigma-t 
Station 112 Profile 0 Latituae 76.74 Longitude -8.29 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 113 Profile 0 Latitude 76.87 Longitude - 8 . 9 9  
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-c 
Scation 114 Profile 0 Latitude 77.04 Longitude -9.61 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
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Station 117 Profile 0 Latitude 77.43 Longitude -12.16 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 118 Profile 0 Latitude 77.55 Longitude -13.11 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 119 Profile 0 Latitude 77.73 Longitude -13.98 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 119 Profile 1 Latitude 77.73 Longitude -14.00 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 119 Profile 2 Latitude 77.72 Longitude -14.03 
p / dbar T / C Sa1i.nit.y Sigma-? 
Station 120 Profile 0 Latitude 77.82 Longitude -14.74 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 121 Profile 0 Latitude 77.92 Longitude -15.67 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 121 Profile 1 Latitude 77.92 Longitude -15.68 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 122 Profile 0 Latitude 77.93 Longitude -16.80 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 123 Profile 0 Latitude 78.02 Longitude -16.60 
p / dnar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 124 Profile 0 Latitude 78.09 Longitude -16.18 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 125 Profile 0 LatitÃ¼d 78.16 Longitude -15.76 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 126 Profile 0 Latitude 78.23 Lonqitude -15.40 
p / dbar T / C Saiinity Sigma-c 
Station 127 Profi1.e 0 Latitude 79.42 Longicude -15.62 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 128 Profile 0 Latitude 79.52 Longitude -15.80 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 129 Profile 0 Latitude 79.60 Lonqitude -16.01 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 130 Profile 0 Latitude 79.68 Longitude -16.26 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 130 Profile 1 Latitude 79.68 Longitude -16.25 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 131 Profile 0 Latitude 79.81 Longitude -16.59 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 132 Profile 0 Latitude 79.90 Longitude -16.93 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 133 Profile 0 Latitude 80.00 Longitude -17.10 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 134 Profile 0 Latitude 80.03 Longitude -16.39 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 134 Profile 1 Latitude 80.03 Longitude -16.39 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 135 Profile 0 Latitude 80.14 Longitude -15.00 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 135 Profile 1 Latitude 80.14 Longitude -15.76 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 136 Profile 

















Station 136 Profile 1 Latitude 80.25 Longitude -15.10 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 137 Profile 0 Latitude 80.35 Longitude -14.37 
p / dbar ' / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 137 Profile 1 Latitude 80.35 Longitude -14.32 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 138 Profile 0 Latitude 80.46 Longitude -13.68 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 138 Profile 1 Latitude 80.45 Longitude -13.69 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 138 Profile 2 Latitude 80.46 Longitude -13.68 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 139 Profile 0 Latitude 80.53 Longitude -12.51 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 140 Profile 0 Latitude 80.55 Longitude -11.26 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 140 Profile 1 Latitude 80.55 Longitude -11.24 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 140 Profile 2 Latitude 80.52 Longitude -10.58 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 141 Profile 0 Latitude 80.47 Lonuituae -11.22 
p / dbar T / C Salini 
Station 141 Profile 1 Lati 
p / dbar T / C Salini 
tude 80.47 Longitude -11.12 
ty Sigma-t 
Station 142 Profile 0 Latitude 89.37 Longitude -10.05 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 142 Profile 1 Latitude 80.35 Longitude -10.06 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 143 Profile 0 Latitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity 
80.90 Longitude -8.89 
Sigma-t 
Station 143 Profile 1 Latitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity 
80.27 Longitude -8.84 
Sigma-t 
Station 143 Profile 2 Latitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity 
80.26 Longitude -8.80 
Sigma-t 
Station 144 Profile 0 Latitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity 
80.17 Longitude -7.74 
Sigma-t 
ile 1 Latitude 80.17 Lonqitude -7.68 Station 144 Prof 
p / dbar T C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 145 ~rofile 0 Latitude 80.06 Longitude -6.66 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 145 Profile 1 Latitude 80.03 Longitude -6.70 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 145 Profile 2 Latitude 80.02 Longitude -6.74 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Scacion 146 Profile 0 Latitude 80.03 Lonqitude -5.72 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Siqma-t 
Station 147 Profile 0 Latitude 80.06 Lonqitude -4.19 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 148 Profile 0 Latitude 80.08 Lonqitude -5.38 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 149 Profile 0 Latitude 80.05 Lonqitude -5.74 
D / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 150 Profile 0 Latitude 80.05 Longitude -6.76 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 151 Profile 0 Latitude 80.05 Longitude -7.72 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 152 Profile 0 Latitude 80.05 Longitude -8.75 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigrna-t 
Station 153 Profile 0 Latitude 80.05 Longitude -9.74 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 154 
p / dbar 
Scation 155 
9 / dbar 
Station 155 






profile 0 Latitude 80.06 Lonqitude 
?rofile 0 Latitude 
T / C Safinity 
Profile 1 Latitude 
T / C Salinity 
Profile 2 Latitude 







Station 156 Profile 0 Latitude 80.28 Longitude -11.55 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 157 Profile 0 Latitude 80.36 Longitude -11.97 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 158 Profile 0 Latitude 80.43 Lonqitude -12.33 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
1.84 2.81 32. 
Station 159 Profile 0 Lat 
p / dbar T / C Salin 
282.84 0.39 3 4 
200.57 0.19 34. 
100.75 -1.61 32. 
itude 80.50 Longitude -12.68 
ity Sigma-t 
Station 160 Profile 0 Latitude 80.58 Longitude -13.03 
p / dbar T / C Salinit-y Sigma-t 
Station 161 Profile 0 Latitude 80.65 Longitude -13.37 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 162 Profile 0 Latitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity 
Station 163 Profile 0 Latit-ude 
80.73 Longitude -13.74 
igma-t 
80.80 Lonaitude -14.06 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 165 Profile 0 Latitude 80.45 Longitude -13.67 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 165 Profile 1 Latitude 80.46 Longitude -13.66 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 165 Profile 2 Latitude 80.46 Longitude -13.65 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 166 Profile 0 Latitude 80.45 Longitude -15.44 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 167 Profile 0 Latitude 80.39 Longitude -15.09 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 168 Profile 0 Latitude 80.32 Longitude -14.71 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 168 Profile 1 Latitude 80.32 Longitude -14.71 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 169 Profile 0 Latitude 80.24 Longitude -14.35 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 170 Profile 0 Latitude 80.17 Longitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 171 Profile 0 Latitude 80.09 Longitude 
p / dbar T / C SÃ¤linit Sigma-t 
Station 172 Profile 0 Latitude 80.03 Longitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 173 Profile 0 Laticude 79.94 Lonqicude 
p / dbar T / C SÃ¤linit Sigma-t 
Station 175 Profile 0 Latitude 79.81 Longitude -12.39 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 176 







Profile 0 Latitude 
T / C Salinity 
20.25 -1.69 3 2 
12.11 -1.62 3 2 
6.89 -1.58 3 2 
4.05 -1.58 3 2 
2.07 -1.59 32 
2.14 -1.59 3 2 
Station 177 Profile 0 Lat 
p / dbar T / C Salin 
79.74 Longitude -12.05 
Sigma-t 
0 8 25.80 
0 8 25.80 
0 8 25.81 
10 25.82 
tude 79.65 Longitude -11.80 
ty Sigma-t 
Station 178 Profile 0 Latitude 79.87 Longitude -12.62 
p 1 dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 179 Profile 0 Latitude 80.62 Longitude -11.32 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigrna-t 
Station 179 Profile 1 Latitude 80.61 Longitude -11.32 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 179 Profile 2 Latitude 80.61 Longitude -11.30 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 180 Profile 0 Latitude 80.51 Longitude -10.00 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 181 Profile 0 Latitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity 
Station 182 
p / dbar 
Station 182 
U / dbar 
Station 183 
p / dbar 
Profile 0 Latitude 
T / C Salinity 
Profile 1 Latitude 
T / C Salinity 
Profile 1 Latitude 
T / C Salinity 
80.59 Longitude -10.39 
Sigma-t 
80.66 Longitude -10.81 
Sigma-t 
80.65 Longitude -10.78 
Sigma-t 
80.73 Longitude -11.18 
Sigma-t 
Station 184 Profile 0 Latitude 80.80 Longitude -11.60 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 185 Profile 0 Latitude 80.87 Longitude -12.01 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 186 Profile 1 Latitude 80.95 Longitude -12.48 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 187 Profile 0 Latitude 81.00 Longitude -12.81 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 188 Profile 0 Latitude 81.25 Longitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 189 Profile 0 Latitude 81.17 Longitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 190 Profile 0 Latitude 81.08 Longitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 191 Profile 0 Latitude 81.00 Longitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 192 Profile 0 Latitude 80.94 Longitude -9.76 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 192 Profile 1 Latitude 80.94 Longitude -9.79 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 193 Profile 0 Latitude 81.20 Longitude -9.17 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 194 Profile 0 Latitude 81.27 Longitude -9.59 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 195 Profile 0 Latitude 81.33 Longitude -10.00 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-E 
Station 196 Profile 0 Latitude 81.40 Longitude -10.43 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 197 Profile 0 Latitude 81.47 Longitude -10.85 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Scacion 198 Profile 0 Latitude 81.53 Longitude -11.25 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 199 Profile 0 Latitude 81.59 Longitude -11.66 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 200 Profile 0 Latitude 81.67 Lonaitude -12.08 
p / dbar T / C Salini 
tude 81.73 Longitude -12.50 
ty Sigma-c 
Station 201 Profile 0 Lati 
p / dbar T / C Salini 
,ongi tude - 12 .5 I Station 201 Profile 1 
p / dbar T / C  
Latitude 
Salinity 
Station 202 Profile 0 Latitude 81.77 Longitude -12.16 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 203 Profile 0 Latitude 81.81 Longitude -11.86 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 204 Profile 0 Latitude 81.75 Longitude -11.41 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 205 Profile 0 Latitude 81.69 Longitude -11.00 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 206 Profile 0 Latitude 81.62 Longitude -10.57 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 206 Profile 1 Latitude 81.62 Longitude -10.55 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 207 Profile 0 Latitude 81.55 Longitude -10.16 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 208 Profile 





























Station 209 Profile 0 Latitude 81.41 Longitude -9.41 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 210 Profile 0 Latitude 81.34 Longitude -8.99 
p / dbar T / C SÃ¤linit Sigma-t 
Stacion 211 Profile 0 Latitude 
p / dbÃ¤ T / C Salinity 
81.28 Longitude -8.53 
igmÃ¤ t 
81.24 Longitude -8.83 Station 212 Profile 0 Latitude 
p / abÃ¤ T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 213 Profile 0 Latitude 81.39 Longitude -6.75 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 214 Profile 0 Latitude 81.35 Longitude -7.28 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 215 Profile 0 Latitude 81.25 Longitude -8.40 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 216 Profile 0 Latitude 81.24 Longitude -8.73 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 217 Profile 0 Latitude 80.45 Longitude -13.66 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 217 Profile 1 Latitude 80.45 Longitude -13.65 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 217 Profile 2 Latitude 80.45 Longitude -13.64 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 218 Profile 0 Latitude 79.89 Longitude -11.00 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 219 Profile 0 Latitude 80.00 Longitude -10.99 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 219 Profile 1 Latitude 79.99 Longitude -10.96 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 220 Profile 0 Latitude 80.10 Longitude -11.01 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 221 Profile 0 Latitude 80.24 L,ongitude -10.99 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 221 Profile 1 Latitude 80.24 Longitude -11.01 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 222 Profile 0 Latitude 80.35 Longitude -11.00 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 223 Profile 0 Latitude 80.46 Longitude -10.98 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 223 Profile 1 Latitude 80.45 Longitude -10.94 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 224 Profile 0 Latitude 80.58 Longit'2de -11.00 
p / dbar T / C Sdliriity Sigma-t 
Station 225 Profile 0 Latitude 80.70 Lonqitude -11.00 
p / dbar T / C Salinicy Sigma-t 
Station 226 Profile 0 Latitude 80.82 Longitude -10.99 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 226 Profile 1 Latitude 80.82 ~ongitude -10.88 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 227 Profile 0 Latitude 80.93 Longitude -11.00 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 228 Profile 0 Latitude 81.05 Longitude -11.00 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 229 Profile 0 Latitude 81.16 Longitude -10.97 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 229 Profile 1 Latitude 81.16 Longitude -10.96 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 231 Profile 0 Latitude 80.08 Longitude -15.76 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 232 Profile 0 Latitude 80.18 Longitude -16.25 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 233 Prof 
p / dbar T 
ile 0 Latitude 80.01 Longitude -15.39 
/ C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 234 Profile 0 Latitude 79.95 Longitude -15.08 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 23; 
p / dbar 
Station 23S 
p / dbar 
Profile 0 Latitude 79.61 Longitude -13.45 
T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Profile 0 Lat 
T / C Salin 
itude 79.51 Lonqitude -12.95 
ity Sigma-t 
Station 240 Profile 0 Latitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity 
Station 242 Profile 0 Latitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity 
79.38 Longitude -14.97 
Sigma-t 
79.42 Lonqitude -15.62 
Sigma-t 
Station 244 Profile 0 Latitude 79.52 Longitude -15.80 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 246 Profile 0 LÃ¤titud 79.60 Longitude -16.02 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 248 Profile 0 Latitude 79.68 Longitude -16.27 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 250 Profile 0 Latitude 79.80 Longicude -16.57 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 252 Profile 0 Latitude 79.90 Lonqitude -16.94 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 254 Profile 0 Latitude 80.00 Lonqitude -17.11 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 257 Profile 
p / dbar T / C  
0 Latitude 
Salinity 
80.49 Lonqitude -1 
Sigma-t 
Station 258 Profile 0 Latitude 80.45 Lonqitude -13.67 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 259 Profile 0 Latitude 80.46 Longitude -11.27 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 260 Profile 0 Latitude 80.36 Longicude -10.08 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 261 Profile 0 Latitude 80.27 Longitude -8.90 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 262 Profile 0 Latitude 80.17 Longitude -7.76 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 263 Profile 0 Latitude 80.05 Longitude -6.65 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-L 
Station 264 Profile 0 Latitude 79.90 Longitude -6.13 
p / dnar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 265 Profile 0 Latitude 79.73 Longitude -5.70 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 266 Profile 0 Latitude 79.50 Longitude -5.68 
p / cibar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 267 Profile 0 Latitude 79.25 Longitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 271 Profile 0 Latitude 78.79 Longitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 272 Profile 0 Latitude 78.75 Longitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 273 Profile 0 Laticude 78.75 Longitude 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 278 Profile 0 Latitude 76.00 Longitude -5.00 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
Station 279 Profile 3 Latitude 75.02 Longitude -3.07 
p / dbar T / C Salinity Sigma-t 
2 Hydrography beneath the ice 
P.S. Galbraith, R.G. Ingram 
Dept. of Atmosheric and Oceanic Sciences, 
McGill University 
805 Sherbrooke St. West, 
Montreal, Quebec H3A 2K6, Canada 
A selection of the CTD casts taken beneath drifting ice floes are shown. These 
were taken during three ice camps in ARKIW2, and a fourth in ARK 1x13. 
Approximately one profile is shown for each 12-hour period of the ice camps. 
The hydrography beneath drifting ice floes and fast ice was measured during 
both legs 2 and 3 of cruise ARK IX using CTD profilers and moored 
equipment. In this report, a selection of the CTD profiles are shown, measured 
at intervals of approximately 12 hours. The intent is to provide a representative 
picture of the temperature and salinity coincident with other (biological) 
sampling beneath the ice. Two CTD instruments were used: a Seabird SBE 
19, also known as the SeaCat, and a Guildline model 8709 profiler. Data from 
the Guildline were recorded on casette tape and have not yet been decoded; 
they are therefore not included in this report. 
ARK IW2 
The CTD casts presented here were measured during ice camps. After 
selection of a fairly smooth and large (more than one Square kilometer) first 
year ice floe, the ship would stay alongside the ice and a camp would be set 
up at least 500 m away. Holes were drilled at the campsites to permit CTD 
sampling beneath the ice. Three such camps were done during ARK IW2. The 
drift of the ice floes are shown in Figure 1, and the time, sampling depth and 
position of the CTD casts are summarized in Tables 1, 2, 3a and 3b. 
ARK IW3 
First year ice had deteriorated by the beginning of leg 3 in late June. A last ice 
camp was therefore done on older, thicker ice in combination with the 
preparation of an instrumented drifting ice floe. The ice floe used for ice camp 
4 was tracked for three weeks using an Argos buoy (Bauerfeind and Haupt). A 
variety of moored equipment were left beneath the ice, as well as a GPS 
recorder On the surface. Figure 2 shows the drift track from the GPS until July 
16th when the memory of the unit was full; Argos data from Bauerfeind and 
Haupt are used thereafter. A few CTD casts were done during the preparation 
phase and one during the recovery of the instruments on July 29th. They are 
listed in Table 4. 
Selected CTD profiles are shown at the end of this report. The most prominent 
feature is the layer of fresh water beneath the ice. The ice floe was selected on 
July 5th and a hole was drilled at 10:OO UTC in the middle of a large melt 
pond. When the hole was completed, water drained into the hole in a strong 
vortex which lasted for more than 24 hours, melting the hole diameter to many 
times its original size. Thus it is unclear how much of the fresh water found 
below the ice floe can be attributed to our drilling and draining of the melt 
pond. 
Tables 5 and 6 list CTD casts taken from fast ice on the North and South of the 
NEW polynya. Table 7 lists the calibration CTD cast taken from RV 
Polarstern". The SeaCat profiler was attached to the rosette and recorded 
simultaneously with the CTD usually used from the ship (Budeus and 
Schneider), sts 279-3. 
CTD casts 
The following pages show selected CTD profiles from the four ice Camps in 
addition to the calibration profile. The SeaCat conductivity data have been 
low-passed filtered with a time constant of 0.5 s, and the temperature data 
have been advanced relative to pressure by 0.5 s. In spite of these 
adjustments, some static instabilities remain in the data, most notably in the 
top 10 m of some ice camp 1, 2 and 3 profiles. Also, salinity oscillations 
appear in other profiles spanning high gradients (e.g. halocline of ice camp 4 
profiles). These data were nevertheless included in the figure, but should be 
considered with caution by the reader as preliminary data. Further 
investigation and comparison with Guildline data will hopefully resolve 
ambiguities about their correctness. 
May 30 (Â 
0350 / 
May 30 1437 
June 17 08:48 
June 9 1 2 1  0 
Figure 1: Drift tracks of the three ice Camps of ARK/IX-2. Ice camp 1 (May 
30th 1993) drifted in a clockwise fashion. The data gap in the middle is due 
to GPS battery failure. 
(dBar) 

















1 05/30 15:OO ic l l8018  SeaCat 61.5 f N / A )  
Table 1: Ice camp 1 CTD casts. The 'Instr,' column identifies the instru- 
ment used and the 'Pres.' column indicates the maximum pressure sam- 
pled. Some positions are unavailable because of GPS battery failure. The 
ice thickness was 55 Cm. 
Date & time File Instr. Pres. Position 
(UTC) (dBar) 
























Table 2: Ice camp 2 CTD casts. The total ice thickness was 71 cm, 
69 cm from the water surface to the ice base. 
with 
Date & time File Instr. Pres. Position 
&'Tc) (dBar) 
06/16 03:05 ic301043 Guildl 236.0 80Â°35.90' 11Â°18.05' 
06/16 04:OO ic302044 Guildl 150.0 80Â°35.63' 11Â°17.50' 
06/16 04:30 ic303045 Guildl 150.0 80Â°35.49' 11Â°17.20' 
06/16 05:OO ic304046 Guildl 175.0 80Â°35.36' 1lo17.19'W 
06/16 06:OO ic305047 Guildl 150.0 8Oo35.18'N 1lo17.27'W 
06/16 07:02 ic306048 Guildl 235.0 80Â°35.10' 11Â°17.42' 
06/16 07:30 ic307049 Guildl 150.0 80Â°35.11' 1lo17.31'W 
06/16 08:40 ic308050 Guildl 235.0 80Â°35.21' 1lo16.70'W 
06/16 09:OO ic309051 Guildl 150.0 80Â°35.24' 1lo16.29'W 
06/16 09:41 ic310052 Guildl 150.0 80Â°35.33' 1lo15.44'W 
06/16 10:OO ic311053 Guildl 150.0 8Oo35.38'N 1lo14.79'W 
06/16 10:30 ic312054 Guildl 150.0 8Oo35.44'N 1lo13.99'W 
06/16 11:OO ic313055 Guildl 150.0 80Â°35.53' 1lo12.82'W 
06/16 1i:28 ic314056 Guildl 150.0 8Oo35.54'N l l0l l .69 'W 
06/16 13:OO ic315057 Guildl 150.0 8Oo35.44'N 11Â°08.20' 
06/16 13:33 ic316058 Guildl 150.0 80Â°35.34' 1lo06.96'W 
06/16 14:OO ic317059 Guildl 150.0 80Â°35.25' 11Â°06.30' 
06/16 14:30 ic318060 Guildl 150.0 80Â°35.11' 11Â°05.54' 
06/16 15:OO ic319061 Guildl 150.0 8Oo34.88'N 1lo05.02'W 
06/16 15:30 ic320062 Guildl 150.0 8Oo34.68'N 11Â°04.50' 
06/16 16:OO ic321063 Guildl 240.0 80Â°34.46' 11Â°04.41' 
06/16 16:30 ic322064 Guildl 240.0 80Â°34.24' 11Â°04.58' 
06/16 16:27 ic323065 SeaCat 202.8 80Â°34.24' 11Â°04.58' 
06/16 17:OO ic324066 Guildl 150.0 80Â°34.02' ll004.84'W 
06/16 17:30 ic325067 Guildl 150.0 80Â°33.82' 11Â°05.25' 
Table 3a: Ice camp 3 CTD casts. The entry 'Guildl' refers to the Guildline 
CTD profiler. Maximum pressure attained during Guildline casts are ap- 
proximate because they have not yet been decoded. The total ice thickness 
was 54 cm, with 55 cm from the water surface to the ice base. 
Date & t ime File Instr. Pres. Position 
(UTC) (dBar) 

























06/17 06:30 ic351093 Guildl 150.0 80Â°31.61' 10Â°57.44' 
Table 3b: Ice camp 3 CTD casts. Profiles ic345087 to ic350092 sampled a 
depth range of approximately 50 to 150 m. 
1 Date & time File Instr. Pres. Position 
(UTC) (dBar) 
07/06 05:20 ic401094 SeaCat 193.0 80Â°34.11' 1lo19.13'W 
07/06 13:29 ic402095 SeaCat 199.9 8Oo33.16'N 11Â°10.52' 
07/06 15:03 ic403096 Guildl 200.0 80Â°33.48' 1lo05.91'W 
07/06 16:OO ic404097 Guildl 10.0 8Oo33.60'N 1lo02.76'W 
07/06 16:20 ic405098 Guildl 4.0 80Â°33.63' 1lo01.66'W 
07/06 16:33 ic406099 SeaCat 11.0 8Oo33.61'N 11Â°01.16' 
07/07 08:22 ic407100 SeaCat 152.0 80Â°31.11' 10Â°35.92' 
07/29 16:09 ic408117 SeaCat 61.9 78O47.93'N 10Â°51.55' 
Table 4: Ice camp 4 CTD casts. The total ice thickness was 250 cm, with 
232 cm from the water surface to the ice base. 
Date & time File Instr. Pres. Position 
(UTC) (dBar) 
07/21 09:33 ibnOl1Ol SeaCat 71.2 8lo12.36'N 10Â°59.60' 
07/21 09:49 ibn02102 SeaCat 72.0 81Â°12.65' 1Oo55.84'W 
07/21 10:OO ibn03103 SeaCat 77.3 81Â°12.95' 1Oo51.60'W 
07/21 10:14 ibn04104 SeaCat 70.1 8lo12.71'N 1Oo42.78'W 
07/21 10:25 ibn05105 SeaCat 65.3 8lo11.55'N 10Â°35.64' 
07/21 10:38 ibn06106 SeaCat 72.0 8lo10.69'N 10Â°18.98' 
07/21 10:54 ibn07107 SeaCat 62.1 8lo10.61'N 10Â°07.85' 
07/21 11:lO ibn08108 SeaCat 76.3 8lo11.34'N 0g055.34'W 
07/21 11:26 ibn09109 SeaCat 76.7 8l0l1.64'N 09O49.90'W 
07/21 11:42 ibnlOll0 SeaCat 71.6 81Â°11.81' 09O41.14'W 
07/21 11:49 i b n l l l l l  SeaCat 75.2 81Â°11.81' 09'41.14'W 
Table 5: Northern fast-ice barrier CTD casts. 
Date & time File Instr. Pres. Position 
(UTC) (dBar) 
07/23 11:52 ibs02113 SeaCat 81.9 7g027.80'N 16'59.97'W 
07/23 12:09 ibs03114 SeaCat 80.1 7g026.33'N 17'24.33'W 
07/23 12:28 ibs04115 SeaCat 81.9 7g029.49'N 16O37.23'W 
Table 6: Southern fast-ice barrier CTD casts. 
Date & time File Instr. Pres. Position 
(UTC) (dBar) 
08/02 04:27 ctd-cal SeaCat 202.6 75 00.86'N 03 03.77'W 
Table 7: Calibration CTD cast. 
21 01 001 May 30 1993, 0522 UTC 80' 26.1 2'N 13O 39.71 'W 
S [PSU] 
32 32.5 33 33.5 34 34.5 35 
T TC1 
-1.8 -1.6 -1.4 -1.2 -1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 
IClO8OO8 May 30 1993,09:00 UTC 80' 26.45'N 13' 37.76'W 
- 9 4  - 
ICH701 7 May 30 1993, 14:01 UTC 80' 25.65'N 13' 38.98'W 
S [PSU] 
32 32.5 33 33.5 34 34.5 35 
IC201019 June 8 1993, 16:48 UTC 80' 18.1 2'N 13' 30.86'W 
;216034 June 9 1993,03:32 UTC 80' 19.49'N 13' 1 1.67'W 
S [PSU] 
32 32.5 33 33.5 34 34.5 35 
L ' ~ ' ~ ~ " ' ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 ' ~ ' ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ' L L ~ ' ' ' ' ~  
IC224042 June 9 1993,09:59 UTC 80' 19.30'N 12' 57.79'W 
IC323065 June 16 1993, i6:27 UTC 80Â 34.24'N 11 O 04.58'W 
S [PSU] 
32 32.5 33 33.5 34 34.5 35 
l , ~ , , l , ~ k ~ l , , c , l r ~ , t l r ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ t ~ l  
-1.8 -1.6 -1.4 -1.2 -1 
T [Â¡C 
-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 
IC330072 June 16 1993, 20:34 UTC 80' 33.29'N 1 1 O 08.55'W 
IC4OlO94 July 06 1993, 05:20 UTC 80' 34.1 1 'N 1 1 O 19.1 3'W 
IC406099 July 06 1993, 16:33 UTC 80' 33.61 'N 1 1 O 01.1 6'W 
IC407100 July 07 1993, 08:22 UTC 80' 31.1 1'N 10' 35.92'W 
IC408117 July 29 1 993, I6:Og UTC 78' 47.93'N 1 O0 51.55'W 
S [PSU] 
34.65 34.7 34.75 34.8 34.85 34.9 
I l 1 I I I 
TD-CAL August 02 1993, 04:27 UTC 75' 00.86'N 03' 03.77'W 
3 Distribution of nutrients 
G. Kattner, B. Hollmann, A. Michel, K.-U. Richter, M. StÃ¼rcken-Rodewal 
Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research 
Am Handelshafen 12 
D-27570 Bremerhaven, Germany 
Water samples were taken with CTD casts by a 12 bottle rosette sampler 
connected to the CTD probe. All samples were analysed for nitrate, nitrite, 
phosphate, ammonium and silicate with a Technicon Autonalyzer II System 
according to standard methods. Since on many stations additional casts were 
necessary for water sampling the data set contains the Cast number and the 
bottle number for each sample. Therefore it is possible to select the data of 
each special sample. This may result in small inconsistencies due to the high 
variability of the nutrient distribution. If you find any other inconsistencies in 
the data or if you have any other difficulties please contact the authors. 
This data Set contains the so-called "Soll-depths". For the exact depths please 
refer to the hydrographic data Set. For date, time and location of the stations, 
please refer to the station list in the cruise report. 
STATION NO.: 002 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 003 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NE4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO. : 004 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
Si P04 
um01 umol 
STATION NO.: 005 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 006 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 007 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 008 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 009 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 010 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
Si P04 
umol um01 
STATION NO.: 011 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 012 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO. : 013 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 014 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si 
No No m um01 um01 um01 umol 
STATION NO.: 015 

















STATION NO.: 016 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 
No No m um01 
STATION NO. : 017 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 018 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO. : 019 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 020 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No NO m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 021 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No NO m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 022 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
Si P04 
um01 umol 
STATION NO.: 023 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 024 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 025 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 026 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 027 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 028 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 029 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 030 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO. : 031 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 032 





























































STATION NO.: 033 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 034 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO. : 035 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 036 
ARK 1x1'2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 037 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 038 





STATION NO.: 039 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No NO m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 040 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO. : 041 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 042 
ARK 1x1'2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 043 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 





STATION NO.: 044 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 045 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 046 




















































STATION NO.: 047 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH 
NO No m 
NO2 
umol 
STATION NO.: 048 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
Si P04 
um01 umol 
STATION NO. : 049 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 051 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 052 
ARK 1x1'2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 053 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 054 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No NO m um01 um01 um01 m o l  um01 
STATION NO.: 055 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 057 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 058 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 059 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 060 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 061 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No NO m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 062 
ARK I X / ~  16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO. : 063 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 064 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 065 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 066 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 067 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 068 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 069 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO. : 070 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO. : 071 















STATION NO. : 072 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 
No No m um01 
Si P04 
umol um01 
STATION NO.: 073 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO. : 074 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 075 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 





STATION NO.: 076 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No rn um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 077 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 080 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 081 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No rn um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 082 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO. : 083 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No rn um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 084 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 085 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 086 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 087 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO. : 088 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 089 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 090 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO. : 091 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 092 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si PO4 
No N o  m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 093 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH 
STATION NO. 
ARK 1x1'2 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH 
STATION NO.: 095 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO. : 098 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 M02 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 099 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 100 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 101 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 102 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 103 
ARK IX/2 16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
Si P04 
umol umol 
STATION NO.: 104 
ARK I X / 2  16.5. - 24.6.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
STATION NO 
ARK I X / 2  
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH 
NO No m 
STATION NO.: 109 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 110 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 111 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 112 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 113 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 114 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
NO No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 115 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 116 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 117 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 118 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO. : 119 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 120 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 121 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No NO m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 123 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO. : 124 
B.RK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No NO m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 125 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 126 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 127 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 128 

















STATION NO.: 129 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 130 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 131 
ARK 1x13 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 132 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 133 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 134 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 135 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 136 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 137 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 138 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No rn um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 139 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 140 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 
No No m um01 
STATION NO.: 141 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 
No No m um01 
STATION NO. : 142 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 
No No m um0 1 
STATION NO.: 143 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 144 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No NO m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 145 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 146 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 147 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 148 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 150 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
01 12 2.0 0.01 0.01 0.42 
01 10 6.0 0.01 0.01 0.40 
01 9 11.0 0.01 0.01 0.40 
01 8 18.0 0.19 0.02 0.42 
STATION NO.: 151 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 
No No m um01 um01 





m um0 1 
STATION NO.: 153 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 154 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 155 
















STATION NO.: 156 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO. : 157 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 158 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 159 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 160 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 161 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 162 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 163 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 165 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 166 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 167 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 168 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 169 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 170 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 171 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH 
No No m 
STATION NO.: 172 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 173 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
\ 
STATION NO.: 175 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 176 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 177 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 178 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
Si P04 
umol um01 
STATION NO.: 179 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 180 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 181 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 182 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 183 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 184 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 185 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 186 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 187 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 188 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 189 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO. : 190 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 191 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 192 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 193 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 
No No m um0 1 
Si PO4 
umol um01 
STATION NO.: 194 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 195 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 196 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 197 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 198 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 199 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 200 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 201 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 202 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 203 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 204 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 205 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 206 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 207 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 208 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 209 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 210 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 211 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 212 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 213 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 214 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 215 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 216 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO. : 217 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 218 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 S i  P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 219 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.. 8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 S i  P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 220 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 S i  P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO. : 221 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 222 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 223 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 224 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 
No No m um01 
STATION NO.: 225 
ARK 1x1'3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 226 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 227 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 228 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 229 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 231 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 232 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No NO m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 234 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 238 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 240 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 242 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 244 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 246 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 248 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 250 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 252 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No NO m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 254 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 257 
ARK 1X/3 25.6. - 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 
No No m um0 1 
STATION NO.: 258 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 259 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 260 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 261 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 262 
ARK Ix/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 263 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 264 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 265 
ARK IX/3 25. 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 
No No m um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 266 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO. : 267 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 272 
ARK IX/3 25.6. - 4.8.1993 
CAST BOTTLE DEPTH NO3 NO2 NH4 Si P04 
No No m um01 um01 um01 um01 um01 
STATION NO.: 273 





4 Pigments concentrations in the water column 
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Legend to table 
Station: Station nurnber. Missing stations were either not sarnpled or showed 
errors due to the equiprnent or to manipulations. 
Depth: Depth of sarnpling from the surface in rneters. 
Chla GFIF: Measured concentrations of Chlorophyll a pigrnents retained on 
a Whatrnan GFIF filter. In rnicrograrns per liter. 
Phaeopig. GFIF: Measured concentrations of Phaeopigrnents retained on a 
Whatman GF/F filter. In rnicrograms per liter. 
Chla Poretic 5p: Measured concentrations of Chlorophyll a pigrnents retained 
on a Poretic 5 microns Pore size filter. In rnicrograms per liter. 
Phaeopig. Poretic 5p: Measured concentrations of Phaeopigrnents retained 
on a Poretic 5 microns Pore size filter. In rnicrograrns per liter. 
Chla Nitex 20p: Measured concentrations of Chlorophyll a pigments retained 
on a Nitex 20 microns Pore size filter. In rnicrograrns per liter. 
Phaeopig. Nitex 20p: Measured concentrations of Phaeopigments retained On 
a Nitex 20 microns Pore size filter. In rnicrograms per liter. 
Notes: 
1. Calibration equations for the Turner fluororneter used on RV "Polarstern" is 
available. Please cornrnunicate with Stephane Pesant. 
2. Negative concentrations of phaeopigrnents are reported in this table. Their 
correction is left to your discretion. 
3. Blanks in this table represent absence of data and "0.000" represent 
rneasured values inferior to 0.000. 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
Sta Depth Chl a 
GFIF 
& 
Phaeo Chla Phaeo Chla Phaeo 
GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(pg l l )  (pg l l )  (pg l l )  (pg l l )  (pg l l )  
Sta Depth Chi a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Porelic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
( m ) ( W 1 )  (agil) (agil) (agil) (ag/ l )  ( W l )  
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(m)  (Lig/I) (LigJI) (LigJI) (LigJI) (^g/1) 
Sta Depth Chla Phaeo Chla Phaeo Chla Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(rn) (^g/l) (ug/1) (ug/1) (ugJ1) (^g/I) (ngl1) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(m)  (ag f l )  (agil) (agil) (W) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chla Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
( m )  (pg/ l )  ( W / ! )  (ug/1) (ng/1) (pgJ1) (ugl1) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(m)  (W) (u.g/1) (~911) (u.g/1) (agil) (u.gl1) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
G FIF GFIF Poretic 5 u m  Poretic 5 u m  Nitex 20um Nitex 2 0 u m  
( m )  (M/\) (ngl1) (ugf1) (tigI1) (pgl l )  
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5 u m  Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
( m )  (ug/1) (t ig/I) (ug/1) (ug/1) (t ig/I) (t ig/ l) 
Sta Depth Chla Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
m )  (na/ l )  (ngJ1) (Wl) (ng'1) (ag/l)  (u.g/I) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
G FIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(m)  ( W )  (ag/ l )  (ag'l) (ag/ l )  ( W )  ( W )  
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
( in)  (ug/1) (ug11) (i-ig/I) (ug l l )  (ug11) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chla Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5 u m  Poretic 5 u m  Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
( rn ) (p.gl1) (pg11) ( l a l l )  (p.g/l) (^!J/[) ((^g/1) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chla Phaeo Chla Phaeo 
G FIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 2Oum 
(rn) (^g/1) (^g/1) (p.g/1) ( j~.g/I) (^ig/I) (pg/ l )  
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFiF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(m)  (ug/I) (ng/1) (ixg/I) (agf l )  (i^g/I) (ug l ' )  
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(m) (p.g/I) (p.g/I) (p.g/I) (ugll) (p.gl1) (^I') 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(rn) (PQ/I) (M/I) (M/I) (M/I) ( ~ 1 1 )  (M/I) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GF/F GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(m)  (^g/1) (^g/I) ( W )  (^g/1) (ugl1) (u.gI1) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5 u m  Poretic 5 u m  Nitex 2 0 u m  Nitex 20um 
(m)  ( i ig/I) (ag/l) (ng/1) ( ~ 1 1 )  (M/C 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chla Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(m) ( M / [ )  (~911)  (^!J/\) (Wg/1) ( j ig/ i )  (W/1) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(rn) (ug11) ( W )  (iigJ1) (ngJ1) (ng/ l )  (ng/1) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(m)  (ugJ1) (L'gJ1) (L'g/I) (ug/1) (^g/1) (p.g/I) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5urn  Poretic 5urn Nitex 2 0 u r n  Nitex 2 0 u m  
(rn) (M/l) (^!J/!) (ug/1) (^ig/I) (^ig/I) (^ig/1) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF 
( m )  ( ~ 1 1 )  (pgll) 
Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chi a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(m) ( ~ 1 1 )  (nall) (ugf l )  (ugfl) (ugf i )  (p.gf1) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5urn Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
( m )  ( M / l )  (~g11)  (M/l) ( ~ g 1 1 )  ( ~ g / 1 )  (U.gI1) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
( m ) (^g/1) (^ig/I) ( l ig/l) (^ig/I) (p.gl1) (^ig/I) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5 u m  Poretic 5 u m  Nitex 2 0 u m  Nitex 2 0 u m  
(m)  (na/I) (bal l )  (ngl l )  (ng11) (ngf1) (ng/1) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(rn) (P9/1) (M/ / )  (PQlI) ( l ig / l )  ( M / [ )  (ug/1) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GF/F GF/F Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(m) ( W \ )  (l^g/l) (pg11) ( i -m)  ( M / ! )  (l^9/1) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(rn) (ug/1) (ng11) (ugJ1) (ag/ l )  ( W l )  (W) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
G FIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(m)  (ug/1) (ug/1) tl^g/l) (l^g/I) (^g/1) (p.g/I) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(m)  (Lig/I) (LigJ1) (iigJ1) (Lig/1) ( i ig l l )  t^g/l) 
Sta Depth Chla Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20urn Nitex 20urn 
(rn) (^g/1) (^g/1) (p.gI1) (^g/1) (p.gl1) (p.g/1) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5 u m  Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
( m ) (ngJ1) (ngJ1) ( W D  ( W )  ( W )  ( W )  
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(m) (ug/ i )  ( M / I )  (P-gIl) ( P - ~ / I )  ( ~ 1 1 )  (^S/1) 
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(rn) (ugJ1) (iigJ1) (ngJ1) (ugJI) (u.g/I) ( i i g / I )  
Sta Depth Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo Chl a Phaeo 
GFIF GFIF Poretic 5um Poretic 5um Nitex 20um Nitex 20um 
(m)  (l^g/I) (^g/1) (l^g/l) (ug/1) (^g/1) (l^g/l) 
5 Primary production in the water column 
L. Legendre*, M. Gosselin**, S. Pesant*, S. Lessard**, C. Fraikine**, F. 
McGuiness***, G. Bergeron* 
Universite Laval 
Departement de Biologie, 
Ste-Foy, Quebec, Canada GIK 7P4 
**Departement dlOceanographie 
Universite du Quebec a Rimouski 
31 0 Allee des Ursulines 
Rimouski, Quebec G5L 3A1, Canada 
***University of Waterloo, 
Department of Biology, 
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada 2NL 3G1 
Legend to table 
Station: Station number. Missing stations were either not sampled or showed 
errors due to the equipment or to manipulations. 
Depth: Depth of sampling from the surface in meters. 
%light: Percentage of surface (0 m) PAR reaching the depth of sampling. PAR 
(Photosynthetically active radiations; 400-700nm) was measured on the 
rosette with a LICOR underwater quantum PAR meter. 
Irradiance received: Total PAR that reached the deck incubator during the 
incubation of the 2 light and 1 dark bottles. PAR was measured on the 
deck every 30 min. with a LICOR quantum PAR meter. Calculations 
according to Legendre et al. (1993, M.E.P.S.98:297-313). 
Average total primary production 
Std total prim.prod.: Primary production of the total fraction of phytoplankton 
filtered On GFIF, measured from the two light bottles. Average and 
standard deviation of the two measurements are given. 
Average >5pm primary production 
std.>5um Prim.prod.: Primary production of the large fraction of phytoplankton 
(filtered on Poretics 5pm Pore size filters) measured from the two light 
bottles. Average and standard deviation of the two measurements are 
given. 
Total dark uptake 
>5pm dark uptake: Carbon uptake of the total (GFIF) and large (Poretics 5pm) 
fractions ofthe phytoplankton, measured from the dark bottle. 
Prim prod cells>5pm (X): Percent of the total primary production accounted for 
by the large fraction (cells > 5pm) of the phytoplankton. 
Average Std Total Average STD >5 prn Prirn.Prod 
Date Sta, Depth %Light Inc. Irrad. Total Total Dark >5 prn >5 prn Dark Cells>5 prn 
Start Received Prirn.Prod Prirn.Prod Uptake Prim.Prod Prim.Prod Uptake 
m % Einslm2ld mg/rn3/d mg/rn3/d rng/m3/d rng/rn3/d rng/rn3/d rng/rn3/d O/O 
Average Std Total Average STD >5 brn Prirn.Prod 
Date Sta. Depth %Light Inc. Irrad. Total Total Dark >5 k m  >5 prn Dark Cells>5 prn 
Start Received Prirn.Prod Prirn.Prod Uptake Prirn.Prod Prirn.Prod Uptake 
rn YO Einslm2ld rnglrn3ld rnglrn3ld mgl rn3 ld  rnglrn3ld rnglrn3ld rng lm3ld  % 
Average Std Total Average STD >5 prn Prirn.Prod 
Date Sta. Depth YoLight lnc. lrrad. Total Total Dark >5 prn >5 prn Dark Cells>5 pm 
Start Received Prim.Prod Prim.Prod Uptake Prirn.Prod Prirn.Prod Uptake 
m Y. Einslrn2ld mgl rn3 ld  rnglrn3ld rnglrn3ld rng lm3 ld  mgl rn3 ld  rng lm3ld  Y0 
Average Std Total Average STD >5 pm Prim.Prod 
Date Sta. Depth %Light lnc. lrrad. Total Total Dark >5 ,um >5 pm Dark CeI ls~5 prn 
Start Received Prirn.Prod Prirn.Prod Uptake Prirn.Prod Prim.Prod Uptake 
rn YO Einslm2ld rnglrn3ld mgl rn3 ld  rnglrn3ld mgl rn3 ld  rnglrn3ld rnglrn3ld YO 
w m o  
- ? 0  
m o m m  
w m w -  
' = ? Y * ?  
0 0 0 0  
o m w o  
O N * O  
0 * ? ' ?  
0 0 0 0  
N T- w  r. 
m o m m  
o @ ? ' ? o  
Average Std Total Average STD >5 km Prim.Prod 
Date Sta. Depth Ol0Light lnc. lrrad. Total Total Dark >5 pm >5 ~ r n  Dark Cells>5 pm 
Start Received Prim.Prod Prim.Prod Uptake Prim.Prod Prim.Prod Uptake 
m YO Einslm2ld m g l m 3 l d  m g l m 3 l d  mg lm3 ld  m g l m 3 l d  rng lm3ld  mg l rn3 ld  O/O 
Average Std Total Average STD >5 pm Prim.Prod 
Date Sta. Depth Ol0Light lnc. lrrad. Total Total Dark >5 pm >5 pm Dark Cells>5 pm 
Start Received Prim.Prod Prim.Prod Uptake Prim.Prod Prim.Prod Uptake 
m O/O Einslm2ld mg /m3 /d  mgl rn3 ld  mg lm3 ld  m g l m 3 l d  m g l m 3 l d  m g l m 3 l d  Y. 
Average Std Total Average STD >5 pm Prirn.Prod 
Date Sta. Depth %Light Inc. Irrad. Total Total Dark >5 pm >5 prn Dark Cells>5 prn 
Start Received Prirn.Prod Prirn.Prod Uptake Prirn.Prod Prirn.Prod Uptake 
rn % Eins/m2/d mg/rn3/d rng/rn3/d rng/m3/d mg /m3/d  rng/m3/d rng/m3/d % 
Average Std Total Average STD >5 pm Prirn.Prod 
Date Sta. Depth %Light Inc. Irrad. Total Total Dark >5 prn >5 prn Dark Cells>5 um 
Start Received Prim.Prod Prirn.Prod Uptake Prirn.Prod Prirn.Prod Uptake 
m % Eins/m2/d rng/rn3/d mgl rn3 ld  mg/rn3/d rng lm3ld  rng/rn3/d mg/rn3/d O/O 
Average Std Total Average STD >5 pm Prirn.Prod 
Date Sta. Depth %Light Inc. Irrad. Total Total Dark >5 arn >5 um Dark Cells>5 pm 
Start Received Prim.Prod Prim.Prod Uptake Prim.Prod Prirn.Prod Uptake 
m % Einslm2ld rng lm3ld  m g l m 3 l d  mg lm3 ld  m g l m 3 l d  m g l m 3 l d  m g l m 3 l d  O/O 
Average Std Total Average STD >5 k m  Prim.Prod 
Date Sta. Depth %Light Inc. Irrad. Total Total Dark >5 prn >5 pm Dark Cells>5 um 
Start Received Prim.Prod Prim.Prod Uptake Prirn.Prod Prim.Prod Uptake 
m YO Einslm2ld mglm31d m g l m 3 l d  m g l m 3 l d  mgl rn3 ld  rng lm3ld  m g l m 3 l d  YO 
Average Std Total Average STD >5 p-n Prirn.Prod 
Date Sta. Depth %Light Inc. Irrad. Total Total Dark >5 pm >5 prn Dark Cells>5 prn 
Start Received Prirn.Prod Prirn.Prod Uptake Prim.Prod Prim.Prod Uptake 
rn % Einslrn2ld m g l m 3 l d  mglrn31d mgl rn3 ld  mgl rn3 ld  rng lm3ld  rnglrn3ld % 
Average Std Total Average STD >5 prn Prirn.Prod 
Date Sta. Depth %Light Inc. Irrad. Total Total Dark >5 urn >5 prn Dark Cells>5 um 
Start Received Prirn.Prod Prirn.Prod Uptake Prirn.Prod Prirn.Prod Uptake 
rn O/O Eins/rn2/d rngIrn3ld rng/rn3/d rng/rn3/d rnglrn3ld rng/rn3/d rnglrn3ld YO 
Average Std Total Average STD >5 um Prirn.Prod 
Date Sta. Depth %Light Inc. Irrad. Total Total Dark >5 urn >5 prn Dark Cells>5 prn 
Start Received Prirn.Prod Prim.Prod Uptake Prim.Prod Prirn.Prod Uptake 
rn % Eins/rn2/d rng/rn3/d rng/rn3/d rng/rn3/d mglrn31d rng/rn3/d rng/rn3/d % 
Average Std Total Average STD >5 prn Prim.Prod 
Date Sta. Depth %Light Inc. Irrad. Total Total Dark >5 pm >5 prn Dark Cells>5 ,um 
Start Received Prim.Prod Prirn.Prod Uptake Prim.Prod Prim.Prod Uptake 
rn % EinsIrn2ld mg /m3 /d  mg /m3 /d  rng/m3/d rng/m3/d rng/m3/d mg /m3 /d  % 
6 Zooplankton dry weight 
H.-J. Hirche, J. Wegner, B. Niehoff 
Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research 
Columbusstr., D-27515 Bremerhaven, Germany 
Dry weight was determined from bongo net tows (200 prn mesh). The sample 
was split, drained over 200 pm and filtered on pre-weighed GFIA filtere (55 
mm diameter). Large medusae and ctenophores were removed. The sample 
was deep frozen until analysis. After drying at 60Â° over 48 h the filter was 
weighed. No correction was made for phytoplankton collected on the filter. 
Station Depth Split DW filter (mg) DW (mg ny\2) 
Station Depth Split DW filter (mg) DW (mg W )  
47 100 0,s 564 1995 
N N N N N N - - - ^ - - ^ N N N N N N N N N N N N N N w w w - - N N N A -  N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N  
~ o O O O O O m m & O O O o O O O O O O O O O m O N c n m C O O - ^ - t ^ O C O - w O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O c  
O O O O O O o O o o O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O m O O O O m O O O O m O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O c  
Station Depth Split DW filter (rng) DW (rng W )  
165 200 1658 5868 
Station Depth Split DW filter (rng) DW (rng m^) 
225 100 0.5 1063 3762 
7 Zooplankton grazing 
J.L. Acufia and D. Deibel 
Ocean Sciences Centre 
Memorial University of Newfoundland 
St. John's A1C 5S7, Newfoundland, Canada. 
Introduction 
This is an interim data report of the samples we have been able to analyze 
and work up as of 1 December 1993. It contains data obtained during cruises 
ARK 1x12 and ARK IW3, and the results of fluorometric analyses of frozen 
samples of appendicularians and seston. The aim of this research is to 
simultaneously determine the feeding impact of copepods and 
appendicularian tunicates on a broad space and time scale in the North-East 
Water Polynya. To do this, we made use of the gut phytopigment method 
(e.g.Madin, 1992, in salps; Head, 1986, in copepods), which involves the 
estimation of gut phytopigment content and gut Passage time. The method has 
been widely used in copepods, but never in appendicularians. 
Methods 
Tunicates and copepods were collected using vertical hauls of a 200 pm 
mesh net with a 0.5 m diameter mouth from 200 m depth to the surface. Cod- 
end contents were immediately taken to a OÂ° cold container laboratory and 
diluted with filtered seawater from near surface. Following the removal of a 
subsample for taxonomy, ca. 50 copepods were sieved from the bucket with a 
500 mm mesh cup and rinsed repeatedly in filtered seawater to remove 
phytoplankton. Next, the content of the sieve cup was concentrated and 
pipetted onto a 45 mm diameter disk of sharkskin filter Paper, folded into an 
aluminum foil sleeve and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. Samples were stored 
at -20Â° until analysis. 
Following removal of the copepod subsample, appendicularians were picked 
by hand from the remaining cod-end contents. Each was rinsed repeatedly in 
filtered seawater, and pipetted into a petri dish. After 5-20 animals had been 
rinsed, each was identified and measured under red light in a dissecting 
microscope to the nearest 0.02 mm, and the number of fecal pellets present 
recorded. Single fecal pellets were then transferred to 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes 
which were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored as above for copepods. 
In part of the stations, animals that were active but unable to build filter houses 
were placed onto petri dishes and allowed to evacuate their guts for 1-2h. 
Fecal pellets were then collected for gut pigment as above. The following 
Summary contains the standard protocol used in our laboratory for gut pigment 
analysis of appendicularians. Eppendorf tubes containing individual 
appendicularians were sonicated for 10 min and extracted in 90% acetone for 
24 h. A second sonication was made during extraction to ensure high 
recovery of pigments. Pigment analysis is done by the standard fluorometric 
technique using a Sequoia-Turner model 450 instrument calibrated against a 
pure chlorophyll standard. Total phaeopigments were determined after 
acidification of the extract. The extracted samples were maintained at OOC, but 
were read at room temperature. Periodically, samples are Set aside for 
detailed pigment composition analysis using HPLC. 
Copepods for gut passage time experiments were collected from the 200 mm 
mesh plankton net as above for gut pigment analysis. Following Isolation with 
a 500 mm mesh sieve cup, the animals were backwashed into 500 ml of water 
collected with a Niskin bottle from the subsurface chlorophyll maximum 
(SCM). Simultaneously, 400 ml of water from the SCM were stained with 2 
drops of concentrated neutral red stain. After a preincubation interval of from 
1-12 h, 20 ml of the stained sample was poured into each of 20 petri dishes. 
Next, a single animal was pipetted into each dish and the initial time recorded. 
For the next 4 h each dish was examined microscopically for fecal pellets 
every 20 min, followed by examination each 60 min up to 6 h after time initial. 
All fecal pellets were recorded, and the time of appearance of the first fecal 
pellet containing stained phytoplankton recorded. The gut passage time was 
defined as the interval between the initial time and the time of appearance of 
the first siained phytoplankton in a pellet. The animals were then left for 12 h 
and examined to determine the total number that released stained fecal 
pellets. Following the experiment, each animal was identified and staged, and 
the cephalothorax length measured to the nearest 0.04 mm. 
Appendicularians for gut passage time experiments were collected with a 
large cod-end plankton net made of 110 mm mesh. The net is 1 m in diameter, 
and the closed, acrylic cod-end measures 30 X 60 cm (40 liters). The net was 
towed very slowly from 100 m to the surface. Immediately after the tow, the 
cod-end was carried to the OÂ° laboratory container, and appendicularians in 
their houses removed with a custom designed, large diameter slurp syringe 
that we have recently developed (Acuna et al., submitted). Single animals 
were transferred to beakers of water collected from beneath the SCM, which 
was prefiltered through 20 um mesh. Next, the beakers were hung from the 
ceiling of the container from elastic bands. This independent suspension 
system was necessary because we found the appendicularians to be 
impossible to maintain in beakers on the laboratory bench, apparently 
because of their sensitivity to ship vibrations, particularly during ice-breaking 
operations. We found appendicularians in these hanging beakers to behave 
normally, and to build a number of houses over 12-24 h time. We did not 
attempt to determine how long we could maintain appendicularians alive 
using this System. 
After it was determined that an appendicularian was pumping normally within 
its house, a dilute suspension of cornstarch was added to the beaker and 
mixed gently. Over the next several hours each animal was observed 
continuously, and the time of appearance of each fecal pellet recorded. The 
gut passage time was defined as the difference between the initial time and 
the time of appearance of the first fecal pellet containing the white cornstarch 
marker. Fecal pellet production rate was calculated by dividing the total 
number of pellets produced by the incubation interval. The estimated number 
of faecal pellets was calculated by dividing the gut passage time of each 
animal by the average time between successive faecal pellets. 
Results 
Chlorophyll-a concentrations during ARK 1x12 ranged between 0.01 and 4.34 
mg 1-1, and total phaeopigment concentrations between 0.1 1 and 4.92 mg 1-1 
(Table 1). The percentage of phaeopigments varied between 52 and 88, 
averaging of 69Â±13 (meanÂ±SD n=10). In general, it tended to decrease 
with increasing concentration of total pigments. 
Total gut pigment in 0. vanhoeffeni plus 0.labradoriensis ranged between 
detection limit nd 119 ng individual""! faecal pellet pigment content varied 
between detection limit and 81 ng faecal pellet-1. On average, 
phaeopigments made up 94Â±10 (meankSD) of the total gut pigment 
content. There was a general trend towards increasing total gut pigment with 
increasing body size. When pooling all samples, this trend was still apparent 
(Figure 7). The shape of this relationship suggests a power function of gut 
pigment content vs body size in 0,labradoriensis. Undoubtely, areal 
differences in chlorophyll concentration may account for much of the scatter in 
fig. 7a. 
0.labradoriensis and 0.vanhoeffeni showed similar average gut passage 
times of about 75 minutes, similar average time interval between faecal pellets 
of about 40 minutes, and similar faecal pellet production rates of about 40 
faecal pellets per day (Table 2). None of these rates showed significant 
differences between species (Kruskall-Wallis ranks test; P>0.25). 
Table 3 contains an initial descriptive statistical analysis of the gut passage 
time (GPT) experiments done with copepods. GPT ranged from Ca. 60 min. for 
adult females of C. finmarchicus to ca. 190 min. for adult females of C. 
glacialis.The GPT results are most distinguished by their variability, with 
coefficients of variation within Stages ranging from 29-85O/0. Typically, the GPT 
data were not normally distributed, therefore the median GPT is reported in 
Table 4. In general, GPT decreased with increasing stage and body size 
within each species, with significant regressions between GPT and body size 
in C. finmarchicus (n=23, F=3.37, p=0.08) and C, hyperboreus (n=86, F=6.21, 
p=0.01), and between GPT and stage in C. hyperboreus (n=86, F=5.60, 
p=0.02). The above regression slopes were always negative. However, due to 
the high variability of the GPT data, the proportion of variance accounted for 
by the above regressions was never > 10%. It should be remembered that 
many factors can affect GPT, including temperature, body size, food 
concentration, time of day, etc. How much of the total variance remaining that 
may be explained by these other factors awaits further data analysis. 
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Table 1. Pigment content of water samples collected during ARK 1x13. 
Station Depth Chlorophyll a Total Percentage 
(m) (mg 1-9 phaeopigments phaopigments 
(mg 1-1) (mg 1-1) 
23 (chla max) 
20 (chla max) 
30 (chla max) 
8 (chla max) 
5 (chla max) 
-- (chla max) 
-- (chla max) 
-- (0.1% light) 
-- (chla max) 
50 
Table 2. Statistical Summary (meanÂ±SD of the gut passage times and faecal 
pellet production rates of 2 appendicularian tunicate species in the NEW 
polynya, determined using a cornstarch marker technique. 
0. labradoriensis 0. vanhoeffeni 
length (mm) 
gut Passage time (min) 78k20 70+22 
(n=12) (n=1 0) 
interval between faecal 40k17 38k10 
pellets (min) (n=11) (n=7) 
faecal pellet production 42Â±1 39Â±1 
rate (fp day-I) (n=11) (n=7) 
observed number of 2.01k0.63 2.03k0.75 
faecal pellets per indiv. (n=190) (n=78) 
Table 3. Summary statistics of the gut passage times of developmental stages 
of 3 copepod species in the NEW Polynya, determined on single individuals 
fed naturally occurring phytoplankton pre-stained with neutral red. 
Species Stage Sex n Mean gut 95% CV 
passage time confidence % 
(min) limits 
C. finmarchicus C2 4 169 58-280 44 
C3 4 1 64 26-302 56 
C4 8 140 82-198 59 
C5 6 116 46-186 85 
C6 f 1 6 1 
C. hyperboreus C3 16 156 124-188 41 
C4 2 1 161 123-199 54 
C5 38 129 107-151 52 
C6 f 11 100 60-140 68 
Table 4. Median gut passage times of 3 copepod species from the NEW 
polynya, including the proportion of animals that did not feed during our 
experiments. 
Species Stage Sex n Median gut % of animals 
passage time not feeding 
(min) 
C. finmarchicus C2 4 169 33 
C3 4 151 50 
C4 8 122 4 3 
C5 6 8 5 6 3 
C6 f 1 8 3 
C. hyperboreus C3 16 127 4 5 
C4 2 1 166 19 
C5 38 115 16 
C6 f 11 64 2 1 
8 Distribution and body size of fish larvae 
L. Fortier, P. Rowe, J. Michaud 
Universite Laval 
Departement de Biologie, 
Ste-Foy, Quebec, Canada GIK 7P4 
Legend to table 
GEAR: BONGO NETS(B): 200& 500 mm, 60 cm diameter, vertical tows 
include 64 mm, 10 cm diameter, sock net 
RMT (R): rectangular midwater trawl with 1 m2 (300 mm) & 8m2 
(2000mm), includes 64 mm sock net 
RF NET (RF): vertically towed, 1 m diameter, nytes (sailcloth) 
appendicularian collector 
PUMP (P): large volume pump, 2.8 m3. min-1, deployed at ice 
camp stations 
STANDARD NETS (S): vertical tows taken at ice camp stations 
with 1m diameter (500mm) & 0.5 diameter (64 & 150 mm) 
CATCH: number of larvae caught at station 
LENGTH: mean notochord length of spp. at station 
STD: standard deviation 
N: number of larvae measured for length 
Sta Gea 
1  B  
2  B,R 
3 B 
4  B  
5  B  
6 B  
7  B  
8  B  
9  B  
1 0  B 
1 1  B  
1 2  B  
1 3  B  
1 4  B  
1 5  B  
1 6  B  
1 7  B  
1 8  R  
1 9  B  
2 0  B  
2 1  B  
2 2  B  
2 3  B  
2 4  B  
2 5  B  
2 6  B  
2 7  B  
2 8  B  
2 9  B 
3 0  P 
3 3  B  
3 4  B,R 
3 5  B  
3 6  B  
3 7  B  
3 8  B,R 
3 9  B  
4 0  B  
4 1  B,R 
4 2  R  
4 3  B  
4 4  B,R 
4 5  B,R 
4 6  B  
4 7  B,R 
4 8  B  
4 9  B  
5 1  B  
5 2  B  
5 3  B,R 
5 4  B  
5 5  B,R 
5 6  B 
5 7  B,R 
5 8  B  
Boreogadus saida Liparis koefoedi Triglops nybel 
5 
- 
-> U> 4 l= C 
2 2  3 z 
2  10 ,97  1 ,  
1  13 ,53  
Unknown 
Sta Geai 
6 0  P  
6 1  B  
6 2  B  
6 3  B,R 
6 4  B  
6 5  B  
6 6  B  
6 7  B  
6 8  B  
6 9  B  
7 0  B  
7 1  &R 
7 2  B  
7 3  B  
7 4  B  
7 5  B  
7 6  B,R 
7 7  B  
8 0  B  
8 1  B  
8 2  B  
8 3  B  
8 4  B  
8 5  B  
8 6  B  
8 7  B  
8 8  B,R 
8 9  B  
9 0  B  
9  1  B,R 
9 2  B  
9 3  B  
9 4 B,P,S 
9 5  B  
9 8  B  
9 9  B  
1 0 0  B  
1 0 1  B  
1 0 2  B  
1 0 3  B  
1 0 4  B  
1 0 8  B,R 
1 0 9  B  
1 1 0  B  
1 1 1  B  
1 1 2  B  
1 1 3  B  
1 1 4  B  
1 1 5  B  
1 1 6  B  
1 1 7  B  
1 1 8  B  
1 1 9  B  
1 2 0  B  
1 2 1  B  
Boreogadus saida Liparis koefoedi Triglops nybelini Unknown 
Sta Gea 
1 2 3  B  
1 2 5  B  
1 2 6  B  
1 2 7  B,R 
1 2 8  B  
1 2 9  B,R 
1 3 0  B  
1 3  1  B,R 
1 3 2  B  
1 3 3  B,R 
1 3 4  B  
1 3 5  B,R 
1 3 6  B  
1 3 7  B,R 
1 3 8  B  
1 3 9  B  
1  4 0  B,S 
1 4 1  B  
1 4 2  B  
1 4 3  B  
1 4 4  B,R 
1 4 5  B  
1 4 6  B  
1 4 7  B  
4 8  B  
1 5 0  B  
1 5 1  B  
1 5 2  B  
1 5 3  B  
1 5 4  B 
1 5 5  B  
1 5 6  B  
1 5 7  B,R 
1 5 8  B  
1  5 9  B,R 
1 6 0  B  
1 6 1  B,R 
1 6 2  B  
1  6 3  B,R 
1 6 5  B  
1 6 6  B,R 
1 6 7  B  
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Figure 1: Plot of gut pigrnent content (chlorophyll a plus phaeopigments) versus 
trunk length, left, and faecal pellet pigrnent content versus trunk length, rigth, at 
stations 9, 10, and 25. Values not corrected for background fluorescence. 
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Figure 2: Plot of gut pigrnent content (chlorophyll a plus phaeopigrnents) versus 
trunk length, left, and faecal pellet pigrnent content versus trunk length, rigth, at 
stations 45, 89, and 98. Values not corrected for background fluorescence. 
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Figure 3: Plot of gut pigment content (chlorophyll a plus phaeopigrnents) versus 
trunk length, left, and faecal pellet pigrnent content versus trunk length, rigth, at 
stations 100, 1 17, and 1 18. Values not corrected for background fluorescence. 
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Figure 4: Plot of gut pigment content (chlorophyll a plus phaeopigments) versus 
trunk length, left, and faecal pellet pigment content versus trunk length, rigth, at 
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Figure 5: Plot of gut pigment content (chlorophyll a plus phaeopigments) versus 
trunk length, left, and faecal pellet pigment content versus trunk length, rigth, at 
stations 146, 148, and 154. Values not corrected for background fluorescence. 
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Figure 6: Plot of gut pigment content (chlorophyll a plus phaeopigrnents) versus 
trunk length, left, and faecal pellet pigrnent content versus trunk length, rigth, at 
stations 163 and 226. Values not corrected for background fluorescence. 
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Figure 7 :  A) Plot of gut pigment content (chlorophyll a plus phaeopigrnents) 
versus trunk length for the total of samples analyzed (n=168); B) Plot of faecal 
pellet pigment content (chlorophyll a plus phaeopigrnents) versus trunk length 
for the total of sarnples analyzed (n=131). Appendicularian gut pigrnent content 
has been analyzed at stations 5, 8, 9, 10, 24, 27,  39, 45, 56, 89, 98, 100, 11 7, 
118, 119, 120, 123, 125, 146, 148, 152, 153, 154, 163and 226. 

